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A B S T R A C T

The emergence of the internet is a challenge for classical economic analysis, as it has a huge impact on people's habits and also on their living standards all over the world. In recent years, a particular attention has been paid to the study of the effect of Internet use and in particular, the impact of social networks on consumer behavior. The aim of this study is to develop a specific model that examines the impact of hedonic technology, such as Instagram, and integrates for the purpose some social factors. The key studied factors are eschewed by the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). These are perceived pleasure and social identity. In addition, this paper tries to explore social CRM and provide theoretical and practical implications. This study tries also to validate the results of a first study by using a qualitative study. The results confirm the positive effect of perceived pleasure, social identity (cognitive, affective and evaluative) and perceived ease of use on intention to use Instagram. However, we found no empirical support for the significant and positive effect of perceived usefulness on the intention to use social networks. The results of the qualitative study could not validate the impact of perceived usefulness on the intention to use Instagram. The valuable insights gained from this study can be used to improve management practices and to help companies to develop more effective intervention programs to attract, encourage, motivate and influence their potential clients to participate in their social CRM programs.

1. Introduction

In the current digital era, there are globally over 3.6 billion Internet users, representing almost 50% of the world's population (White Paper, 2016). Today, an estimated 7519,028,970 individuals communicate and share information via the Internet (Internet Usage Statistics, 2017). With the advent of the Internet and other customized channels and marketing techniques, mass marketing is seen as a long-gone era. As Internet technologies continue to evolve, it is fundamental to keep pace with emerging Internet user behavior (Kihl et al., 2010) in order to understand the changes taking place in Internet consumption (Smith, 2011).

The widespread use of Internet technologies has significantly increased flows of information and communication and has consequently reshaped how we keep ourselves up-to-date with news and events (Anderson and Caumont, 2014). Acknowledging the absence of a single definition, this paper uses the term social media to refer to computer-mediated technologies that allow for creation and sharing of information, ideas, career interests and other forms of expression via virtual communities and networks (Obar and Wildman, 2015). Social media is facilitating networking and communication through texts, videos, blogs, pictures and status updates on social networking sites (hereafter referred to as SNS) such as Facebook, LinkedIn or microblogs such as Twitter.

Social media, as a technological revolution, has created a better opportunity for customers to express their opinions. Customers are now able to share their views, instant thoughts and experiences with their friends via social media. Customers also use this technology to gather information about companies and their products before making purchase decisions. They feel empowered to say the things they always wanted to say, but they never had the opportunity to do so (Smith, 2011).

The reason behind the great interest given to social media is its influential side: it represents a communication channel and a news-breaking tool (Alejandro, 2010). Social media has enabled users to establish and participate in digital communities, as well as the opportunity to represent, document and explore social behaviors; it has had a disruptive effect on how individuals consume Internet (Caton and...
The anonymity and security provided by social media allows customers to feel more confident about expressing their true feelings about the brands they interact with (Smith, 2011). The emergence of social media has led to a change in the company's relationship with its customers. Social CRM (SRM) has replaced traditional CRM (Bahri-Ammari and Bilgihan, 2017, 2018), because of relationship-oriented marketing philosophy, whose goal is to develop a customer-centred strategy, using social networks to build customer loyalty (Greenberg, 2009a, 2009b). Emergence of social networks has enabled the customer to freely express their opinions about a brand, in a context where companies must manage their image while making sense of what is said on social media. The main advantage of social networks is that they have mobile technologies which are interaction platforms where Internet users argue, discuss, share and co-create (Kietzmann et al., 2011). Moreover and through the new photo-based social networks such as Instagram, communication through sharing photos seems like a new strategy for marketing. Companies and brands thus integrated this type of applications in their digital strategy to better promote their brands. This communication type does not only inform, attract, and arouse desire but it also spreads a positive image (Bakhshi et al., 2013). The interest is how to build on the image or "Picture Marketing" (e.g. photos, images, logos, gifs, graphics, screenshots, videos ...). To this end, since younger generations seem to prefer seeing images than reading texts, Instagram, which is integrated with Facebook, has positioned itself as a very powerful communication and marketing tool to present the products as an image (Ting et al., 2015). As a result, several accounts have been created by companies to expand their brands on Instagram (Abbott et al., 2013; Tekulve and Kelly, 2013), to create a good impression for new users, to enable them to dream through shared images, to secure brand engagement through sharing, to raise awareness, to also manage the brand's e-reputation with eye-catching visuals, and to disseminate explanatory content and tell a story around it "storytelling". All of these allow the brand to express its identity, through a narrative way, bringing some memorable incidents, and to create emotions (Black and Kelley, 2009; Gabbott and Hogg, 1996). Now, it is the most popular and hedonic among other social networks that can track down friends (Van der Heijden, 2004), but especially trends that influence users' inspiration (Childers et al., 2001). Moreover, for a user to interact positively with a brand, the visual should be innovative and good quality. However, it remains for the user to adhere to these corporate marketing efforts. Indeed, few studies have examined these two concepts of brand engagement and VBC engagement interactively (Kaye, 2011; Raies and Gavard-Perret, 2011; Zhou et al., 2011). In order to determine the factors that influence the intention of social clients to use Instagram, researchers have developed several theoretical models. Among the models that have been developed, we mention Ajzen and Fishbein's theory of reasoned action (TRA) in 1980, Davis's Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) in 1989, the theory of planned behavior (TPB) by Ajzen in 1991, extended TAM (TAM2) by Venkatesh and Davis (2000), and the Unified Theory of Technology, Use Acceptance (UTAUT) by Venkatesh et al. (2003) and the UTAUT2 (Shin, 2007). The researchers that have examined the determinants of intentions mostly focused on perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use of the TAM model. TAM has been used in several studies to measure the acceptance of innovative technology in various fields, including: acceptance of mobile shopping applications (Ben Yahia et al., 2018), use of email (Gefen and Straub, 1997), acceptance of e-commerce (Pavlou, 2003), acceptance of the use of social media (Rauniar et al., 2014), acceptance of e-shopping (Ha and Stoel, 2009; Natarajan et al., 2017). Studies focusing on customer intention to use hedonic social networks are still in their early stages, with rare established theoretical grounds to guide the empirical exploration (Ting et al., 2015). In addition, there is a lack of understanding of the factors that contribute to explain consumer intention in this regard. Consequently, a deeper investigation is highly recommended. To this end, what make users motivated to adhere to these social networks and to express themselves freely? Then, what are the factors that affect the intention of social customers to join brands' social networks. Therefore, the aim of this study is to develop a specific model to Instagram hedonic technology by linking its perceived usefulness and customer attitude towards its use, as well as behaviors to perceived pleasure and social identity. This study will enrich the literature and specifically the technology acceptance models of social Customer Relationship Management (SCRM). It will also clarify the factors that influence the intention of social customers to adhere to brands' social networks. This paper is structured into six sections. First, we will review the literature on the key constructs and then presents the conceptual framework of this study. Second, we will propose a conceptual model of the determinants of intention to use Instagram and develop our research hypotheses referring to the theory. Next, we will present and describe our research methodology (quantitative and qualitative studies). Then, we will present our research context and our research hypotheses. Finally, we will report the results and discuss their theoretical and managerial implications and offer future research directions. The next section presents our research constructs.

2. Theoretical background

2.1. Attitude to use Instagram (AUI)

Attitude has long been one of the most studied concepts in psychology and behavioral sciences (Oni et al., 2017; June et al., 2003; Taylor and Todd, 1995a; Taylor and Todd, 1995b; Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). Researchers define attitude as a person's favorable or unfavorable evaluation of an object or behavior. This concept has also been studied in several research contexts (Sheppard et al., 1988; Yousafzai et al., 2007). Online shopping-wise, Shim et al. (2001) found that consumer attitudes were important in predicting Instagram buying intentions. Similarly, in the context of e-commerce, consumer attitude towards the use of online services predicts consumer behavioral intention (Pavlou, 2002). Attitude has been studied by means of different theories and models: TAM, TRA, UTAUT, and UTAUT2 (Shin, 2007; Venkatesh et al., 2012; Ting et al., 2015; Bailey et al., 2018). Additionally, there is a heavy emphasis on the importance of technology and information sharing through social networks. Exchange of information on social networking sites such as Instagram can contribute to the development of participants' attitudes (Oni et al., 2017; Ting et al., 2015; Söderlund and Rosengren, 2007). According to Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), attitude can be categorized into two main types: attitude towards objects and attitude towards behavior. Hence, the focus of this study is that attitude towards objects conditions perception of their usefulness. Furthermore, attitude can be divided into three components: cognitive, emotional and behavioral. Cognition relates to a mental process, qualified for receiving information and understanding it in different ways, such as experiences and sensory contact (Blomberg, 2011). The second dimension denotes the emotional reactions of users towards a brand or its products/services. Emotions can be positive or negative; they are captured by their intensity and their duration (Wilson and Dan Gilbert, 2003). Finally, for the last dimension, it is the main consequence of the cognitive and the emotional dimensions, because it leads to the use (or not) of the product/service (Breckler, 1984). Attitude can also lead to develop affective links with other participants (Gruen et al., 2006; Ting et al., 2015), hence the notion of virtual brand communities (VBCs) (Kaye, 2011). These relationships can have a positive impact on participants' attitudes towards their engagement with their favorite networking tool, in our case Instagram. Similarly, negative feedback from other users can negatively affect participants' attitudes (Lee et al., 2008).
2.2. Perceived usefulness (PU)

Davis (1989) defines perceived usefulness as the extent to which a person believes that the use of a particular system could improve the performance of their work. Several studies pointed to the importance of perceived usefulness in the adoption of information systems and use of applications (Oni et al., 2017; Mwiya et al., 2017; Kaushik and Rahman, 2015; Okumus et al., 2015; Venkatesh et al., 2012; Ha and Stoel, 2009; Cheong and Park, 2005; Pikkarainen et al., 2004). Other researchers found that perceived usefulness positively influences online buying intentions (Chiu et al., 2005; Ha and Stoel, 2009; Agrebi and Jallais, 2015; Grob, 2015). This influence indicates that consumers are likely to consider buying online when they find an online environment useful for shopping. Cheong and Park (2005) confirm these results and add that perceived usefulness of technology depends on the nature of that technology and the benefit sought through its use or adoption. Indeed, as a hedonic technology, Instagram is used by a group of friends and a larger group of users with similar interests that are more ideal, practical and fascinating (Bakhshi et al., 2013). It is also useful because it responds to hedonic and commercial expectations and improves online presence and identity (Abbott et al., 2013).

2.3. Perceived ease of use (PEOU)

Perceived ease of use was defined by Davis (1989) as "the degree to which an individual would find that the use of a particular system frees him from physical and mental exertion". According to Kaushik and Rahman (2015), "perceived ease of use refers to the degree to which one believes that using a specific technology will be effortless (p. 408)". Empirical TAM studies revealed that perceived ease of use has a significant effect on user acceptance of an application or technology (Ben Yahia et al., 2018; Oni et al., 2017; Mwiya et al., 2017; Okumus et al., 2015; Ramayah, 2006; Lee et al., 2005). Others found that the use of the system bears both on its perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use of its determinants (Adams et al., 1992; Oh et al., 2013; Demoulins and Djelassi, 2016). The easier it is to interact with a technology, the better the user's efficiency should be. Effectiveness is thus understood in terms of functioning and is independent from instrumental determinants of behavior (Chung et al., 2003; Kaushik and Rahman, 2015).

2.4. Perceived pleasure (PP)

According to Bruner and Kumar (2005) and Davis et al. (1992), pleasure is an important factor that incites users to adopt a new technology. When a user likes to spend time with a technology, software or an application, the will of the person to participate or use the Instagram technology will be high. Individuals are engaged in activities because these latter lead to joy and pleasure (Straker and Wrigley, 2018; Teo and Lim, 1997). Indeed, perceived pleasure is defined as the extent to which which using a technology is perceived as enjoyable in its own right, a part from all the performance consequences resulting from technology use (Ben Yahia et al., 2018; Straker and Wrigley, 2018; Oni et al., 2017; Mwiya et al., 2017; Venkatesh, 2000, Venkatesh and Bala, 2008). However, perceived pleasure, as an intrinsic motivation, has been acknowledged to have a significant impact on technology acceptance, particularly for hedonic systems (Davis et al., 1992; Teo et al., 1999; Igarbria et al., 1995; Pikkarainen et al., 2004; Davis et al., 1992; Nysveen et al., 2005; Amin et al., 2007; Mwiya et al., 2017; Straker and Wrigley, 2018). Teo et al. (1999) found that perceived pleasure has a positive effect on the frequency of Internet use because of the fun, excitement, flexibility and pleasure associated with it. Nysveen et al. (2005) reported a strong correlation between perceived pleasure and technology use. Few studies found controversial results about the impact of pleasure of technology use. Indeed, Igarbria et al. (1995) found that perceived pleasure does not significantly change the acceptance of data processing systems/technology. Similarly, Pikkarainen et al. (2004) confirmed this finding in online banking use, which is not a hedonic technology.

2.5. Social identity (SI)

Cheung and Lee (2010) found that the intention to use online social networking sites together report to three processes of social influence: subjective norms, group norms, and social identity. Social identity represents the main dimension of an individual's identification with the group, in the sense that this individual considers himself/herself a member of the community (Dholakia et al., 2004). This concept is elaborated under the social identity theory proposed by Tajfel and Turner (1979). The basic idea of this theory is that the social category to which an individual belongs self-defines them and then becomes part of the concept itself, as a result of positive comparisons with other relevant groups (Wachter, 2018; Salem, 2017; Hogg and Terry, 2001). According to the theory of social influence, three social processes affect behavior of individuals: respect, identification and internalization (Kelman, 1974). Social identity reflects an individual's self-conception of their relationship with another person or group (Wachter, 2018; Salem, 2017; Bagozzi and Lee, 2002). Ellemers et al. (1999) identified three main components of social identity: cognitive, affective/emotional and evaluative. Each component can have significant effects on the intention of social customers to join social networks. Cognitive social identity reflects the overlap of personal cognition, image, and user value with group identity (Shen et al., 2007). Emotional identity refers to a person's sense of belonging and attachment to the community and reflects a user's emotional involvement with a community, such as sense of adherence. Emotional social identity will increase a member's loyalty to the brand community (Lin, 2008). Many studies have identified the effect of affective identity on user behavior in acmommunity. For example, Zhang (2011) reported that sense of brand community, which includes membership, emotional connection, and influence, has an effect on the use of social networks. Teo et al., (2003) found that sense of belonging affects the degree of participation of online community users. Evaluative social identity represents the feelings of importance and influence of users in the community (Shen et al., 2007). Evaluative social identity is measured by groups of individuals and is defined as the assessment of self-esteem on the basis of community belonging (Dholakia et al., 2004).

2.6. Intention to use Instagram (IUI)

Behavioral intention has long been seen as an important mediator of the relationship between behavior and other factors such as attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control (Bailey et al., 2018; Oni et al., 2017; Demoulins and Djelassi, 2016; Venkatesh and Bala, 2008; Ajzen, 1991; Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). Behavioral Intentions can prevent or plan the future behavior of an individual (Swan, 1981). Eagly and Chaiken (1993) have also defined intention as a separate psychological construct of attitude, which represents the motivation of the person, i.e. their deliberate plan to make efforts to perform a behavior. When the person disposes of a complete control over the behavior in question, i.e. when the behavior is completely voluntary, only intentions should adequately predict behavior (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). The results of numerous studies supported the idea that behavioral intentions positively affect a user's behavior towards technology (Mwiya et al., 2017; Bahri-Ammari and Mraidi, 2014; Hung et al., 2010; Tung, 2004; Nysveen et al., 2005; Amin et al., 2007). This behavior manifests itself through, uploading content/pictures, sharing information, and interacting with individuals, among others (Bailey et al., 2018).

3. Conceptual model and research hypotheses

Customer retention has a significant importance in the mobile services industry and therefore it is important to examine the factors that
determine retention. Fig. 1 presents a theoretical model to understand why and how customers adopt a hedonic technology. The model describes how to form customer intention through perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, social identity, perceived pleasure, and attitude to use Instagram. The final dependent variable in the model is intention to use Instagram. The following sections present and discuss the nature of the constructs of our model.

3.1. The relationship between perception of ease of use and attitude to use Instagram

Perceived ease of use refers to the effort expected by the individual to use a system. Davis (1989) defines it as the degree to which the user finds that the use of the system does not require a great effort. This construct refers to Rogers’ complexity notion (1995), which expresses the degree to which innovation is perceived as difficult to understand or use. Ease of use reflects the degree of non-complexity; it refers to how the use of the Internet is perceived to be effortless (Limayem et al., 2000). Very often, netsurfing difficulties are cited as barriers to buying online (Ranganathan and Ganapathy, 2002). The inability to use the Internet, difficulty of access, the complexity of the technology and the discomfort with the use of the computer represent obstacles to the adoption of the Internet (Katz, 1997). The consumer may have an unfavorable attitude towards the use of the Internet if he/she encounters a difficulty in its use. According to Childers et al. (2001), perception of usability determines attitude towards interactive shopping. Many researchers have shown empirically that the ease of use of technology directly determines consumer attitudes (Bahri-Ammari and Mraidi, 2014 Limayem et al., 2000, Ranganathan and Ganapathy, 2002, Mathieson, 1991; Taylor and Todd, 1995a; Taylor and Todd, 1995b; Agarwal and Prasad, 1999). Inspired by this line of research, we can thus hypothesize:

H1. : Perceived ease of use positively affects the attitude of social customers to use Instagram.

3.2. The relationship between perceived usefulness and attitude to use Instagram

Perceived usefulness refers to the degree to which the use of a system or a technology improves the performance of the user in the organization (Davis, 1989). This construct is a theoretical substitute for the concept of relative advantage developed by adoption theory (Rogers, 1995; Chen et al., 2002; Bahri-Ammari and Mraidi, 2014; Mansour, 2016). Perceived usefulness and benefits mean that the individual thinks that the full subscription to Instagram has benefits such as saving time and money, convenience and access to additional information. We also propose to link perceived usefulness with attitude towards and with the intention to subscribe to and use Instagram. The notion of usefulness refers to perceived benefits (Au and Enderwick, 2000), positive effects on behavior (Davis et al., 1989) and intention of continued usage (Lee et al., 2016). In consumer behavioral models, perceived consequences affect behavior directly or more often by an indirect effect via attitudes (Malhotra and McCort, 2001). Examining information systems (IS), some authors conclude that perceived usefulness determines the use of information technology (Mathieson, 1991; Taylor and Todd, 1995a; Taylor and Todd, 1995b; Agarwaland Prasad, 1999). We assume that social customers, who perceive positive consequences of using Instagram, and feel that its use provides them with an additional benefit, develop a positive attitude towards Instagram use. Therefore, we formulate the following hypothesis.

H2. : Perceived usefulness positively influences attitude towards Instagram use

3.3. The relationship between attitude to use and intention to use Instagram

Duhaime et al. (1996) consider attitude as an internal factor that affects individual use behavior. Hénault (1973) argues that individuals’behavior can be described, understood and predicted through attitudes, and that these attitudes are shaped by interpersonal, inter and intra-group relationships. Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) argue that consumer attitude does not directly correlate with their behavior, but rather with their intention. Others assume that online consumer behavior is influenced by the individual’s attitude towards information technology in general (Gattiker et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2002).

However and according to Pavlou and Chai (2002) in a collectivist culture, attitude significantly influences consumer intentions to make online transactions, which has not been checked in an individualistic culture. Limayem et al. (2000); George (2002) show that attitude determines consumer intention to buy from the Internet. As shown in the study by Ting et al. (2016), we assume that a positive attitude towards the use of Instagram could positively affect consumer intention to use this tool. All this leads us to formulate the following hypothesis:

H3. : Attitude towards use positively influences the intention to use Instagram.

3.4. The relationship between perceived usefulness and intention to use Instagram

Intention is often seen as a mediating variable between attitudes
and behavior (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1975, 1980). It represents the instructions given by the individual, the desire, the wish, the determination or the will to develop a behavior (Triandis, 1979; Limayem et al., 2000). Taylor and Todd (1995a, 1995b) argue that intentions, thanks to the power of use prediction, can predict behavior. Van der Heijden et al. (2001) define the intention to buy online by the threshold at which the consumer is likely to buy a product or a service from a specific website. Purchase intent can determine actual buying behavior. According to Rogers (1995), the relative advantage of an innovation positively correlates with its adoption rate. Davis et al. (1989) distinguish between pre-adoption and post-adoption phases. They consider that perceived usefulness remains a determinant of the intentions to use the system during these two phases. Szajna (1996) empirically tested the proposals of Davis et al. (1989) and concludes that perceived usefulness determines intentions to use in these two phases. Ben Yahia et al. (2018), Ye et al. (2016), Zhang et al. (2016) show recently that the platform perceived usefulness facilitate social commerce. On a sample of 179 users Instagram in Indonesia, Da Costa and Tanamal (2017) indicate that perceived usefulness has an influence on intention to use. We then assume that the intention to use the Internet to make purchases is formed in consumers who perceive that the positive consequences of the use of the Internet, and who consider its use such as a business mode, give them an additional advantage. We then propose that perceived usefulness is a factor explaining the intention to purchase from the use of the Instagram page. Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated:

**H4.** Perceived usefulness positively influences the intention to use Instagram.

### 3.5. The relationship between social identity and intention to use Instagram

Customers interact with other members of a community on social networks in search of social identity. Thus, if a user has a strong social identity in an online social networking site, then we can expect that the user’s ‘intent’ will increase (Cheung and Lee, 2010). The theorists of social identity posit that identification with social groups emerges from their functionality. Notably, groups are identified by the extent that they meet important needs of people (Hogg and Abrams, 1988). Researchers have identified the significant effects of social identity on user behavior (Chiu et al., 2015; Shen et al., 2010; Pentina et al., 2008; Dholakia et al., 2004). Ellemers et al. (1999) noticed that three dimensions of social identity, namely cognitive, emotional/affective and evaluative, have significant effects on the online shopping behavior of a community member.

Indeed, the user is committed when he/she finds an overlap between his/her personal cognition, image, and value and group identity (Shen et al., 2007). Numerous studies have identified the effect of affective social identity on user behavior in a brand community (Lin, 2008, Zhang, 2011). The meaning of brand community, which includes belonging, emotional connection and influence, has an effect on using social networks. Teo et al. (2003) found that sense of belonging affects the participation of online community users. Studies have also shown that evaluative social identity affects membership intent when the user perceives a sense of importance and influence in the brand community (Shen et al., 2007; Dholakia et al., 2004). Consequently, we formulate the following hypotheses:

**H5.** Social identity positively influences intention to use Instagram.

**H5.1.** Cognitive social identity positively influences intention to use Instagram

**H5.2.** Affective/Emotional social identity positively influences intention to use Instagram

**H5.3.** Evaluative social identity positively influences intention to use Instagram

### 3.6. The relationship between perceived pleasure and intention to use Instagram

In their studies, Venkatesh and Morris (2000) and Venkatesh and Brown (2001) argue that perceived pleasure can have an impact on intention to use a technology. Hong and Tam (2006) show that the value of perceived pleasure has a positive influence on the intention to adopt mobile data services. This variable may lead social customers to intend to use new technology, particularly hedonic technology (Davis et al., 1992; Igbasia et al., 1995; Teo et al., 1999; Pikkarainen et al., 2004; Nyseveen et al., 2005; Ting et al., 2015). Perceived pleasure, which is an intrinsic motivation, influences the user’s acceptance of a technology. The higher perceived pleasure, the higher the intention to use Instagram. Then, we formulate the following hypothesis:

**H6.** Perceived pleasure positively influences the intention to use Instagram

### 4. Methodology and method

Data collection and analysis method used in the study will be presented in this section. The theoretical and practical dimensions of our methodology and the chosen method are also described.

#### 4.1. Methodology

Two approaches are adopted in this study: a quantitative study followed by a qualitative study.

The quantitative method uses a principal component analysis via (SPSS) for purification of the scales. To measure reliability and validity of the scales, and the fit quality of the measurement model, a confirmatory factor analysis was performed using the SEM method via AMOS. The qualitative method consisted in conducting individual interviews.

#### 4.2. Method

##### 4.2.1. Quantitative study

**4.2.1.1. Brand choice.** The choice of the product was made in line with the concept of saliency, introduced by Krech and Crutchfield in 1948. The concept denotes spontaneous awareness. Saliency measurement amounts to prompting participants to mention the first brand that comes to their mind by retaining the order of recollected items (Pras and Tarondesau, 1981). We asked about 10% of the sample to name the clothing brands they know. The question was asked through the use of the social network (Facebook). Most participants cited Zara as the first brand that comes to their mind followed by Pull and Bear, Mango, Stradivarius and Massimo Dutty (See Table 1).

An online survey is administered to 338 participants with a Zara Instagram account. The questionnaire features a series of logically closed questions. It was administered in an electronic format using Google Forms. In order to reach a large enough sample, the questionnaire was published on Facebook from August 3, 2017 to September 12, 2017. Only 302 questionnaires are usable, which meets the required standards, i.e. 27 items X 10 (Sorbomet, 1982). The sample consists of

| Table 1 |
| Clothes brands frequencies. |
|---|---|
| Brands | Frequencies (%) |
| Zara   | 45.8 |
| Pull & Bear | 28.4 |
| Mango  | 10.8 |
| Stradivarius | 10 |
| Massimo Dutty | 5 |
| Total  | 100 |
29.5% males, 70.5% females, whose age ranges between 20 and 35 years. The choice was on the Instagram social network because it is the only hedonic network used by Tunisians with an average usage of 3 h per day (Digital Discovery, 2018). Social networks use in Tunisia has evolved in recent years compared to African countries. Indeed, statistics show that 7100,000 Tunisians have a Facebook account; 1620,000 an Instagram account and 880,000 a LinkedIn account (Digital Discovery, 2018). These figures cover a population of 11446300 people, 25% of whom are between 20 and 35 years old (INS, 2018) (Fig. 2).

4.2.1.2. Measurement scales. All the measurement items were taken from previous research for their validity and reliability. They were then adjusted to the research setting (Appendix 1). Three items representing ease of use were adopted from Davis (1989). Cronbach’s α of this scale is 0.90. Perceived usefulness was measured by six items developed by Viswanath and Fred (2000) and showed a Cronbach’s α of 0, 72. Attitude towards Instagram use was measured with the four items of Taylor and Todd (1995a). Cronbach’s α of this scale is 0.82. To measure cognitive, affective and evaluative social identity, the six items of Bagozzi and Lee (2002) were used. Their reliability coefficients are respectively 0.93; 0.86 and 0.98. The three items representing perceived pleasure were adopted from Childers et al. (2001), showing a Cronbach’s α of 0.87. Intention to use Instagram was measured by five items adapted from Limayem et al. (2000) and Varki and Wong (2003) and presented a Cronbach’s α of 0.99. All the items were measured using a five-point Likert scale.

4.2.2. Qualitative study

Individual interviews were conducted with the participants who already had an Instagram account of Zara brand. The aim is to identify the determinants of attitude and the intent of using Instagram. This method was chosen because it ensures a deep analysis of the participants’ answers (Herbert, 2008; Malhotra and McCort, 2001; Ganassali, 2014). In addition, in-depth individual interviews help to determine the underlying motivation, attitudes and opinions of the interviewees (Herbert, 2008). Using interviews as a data collection tool is believed to be the best way to guide interviewees according to preconceived themes (Malhotra and McCort, 2001; Pothin and Camellis, 2014). The interviews took place in different locations responding to the wishes of each interviewee (Interviewee’s residence, tea rooms, the host’s residence) and lasted on average between 30 and 40 min. In the introductory section of the interview, respondents were asked to answer filter questions about their familiarity with the most used Instagram account, which is Zara’s; the subject of this study. A thematic content analysis was done manually. 21 respondents, from the initial sample, with a Zara Instagram account were interviewed. The interviewees have different profiles with an age ranging between 18 and 25 years.

5. Hypothesis testing and study results

5.1. Quantitative analysis

The two–step approach recommended by Anderson and Gerbing (1988) was used. The First step was performed to ensure the model’s stability and the validity of the measurement model (CFA). Then, a path analysis was used to test the hypothetical causal relationships assumed by the model using AMOS software.

5.1.1. Model stability

The bootstrap technique tests the stability of the measurement model by ensuring the stability of factor loadings and correlations. In order to assess the stability of the model, AMOS provides, by stimulating the measurement model (set by default to 200), a set of statistics for each estimated parameter (Akrout, 2010). As a general rule, when the estimated bias is less than its standard error (Bias<SE-Bias), the object parameter of the Bootstrap analysis has a low evidence of being biased and will therefore be rather stable. The Bootstrap technique displays total stability (when all parameters are stable) or partial (when some are not stable). The results of the Bootstrap show that all the standardized factors linking the different loadings and variables to their respective dimensions have a ratio between bias and error less than or equal to 1 (Table 2). The results show that using the ML method provides fairly robust results that can be used later in evaluating the reliability and validity of the measurement scales. The stability of correlations between the latent variables is particularly important in assessing the discriminant validity of our measurement scales (Bahri-Ammari and Bilghian, 2017, 2018).

5.1.2. Reliability and validity of constructs

Exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses are used to assess the properties and the validity of the measurement model. An initial diagnosis of the items on SPSS 20.0 shows that the outputs are satisfactory. KMO coefficients range between 0.6 and 0.855. Cronbach’s alpha (α) for each variable is over the acceptable value of 0.70. This result points to the good reliability of our instruments (Table 3).

In order to assess the reliability and validity of the measurement scales, a confirmatory factor analysis is used. Joreskog’s Rho is used to measure the reliability and the internal consistency of each scale.
All the indices of Joreskog’s Rho range between 0.736 and 0.93, confirming the reliability of the measurement scales. We test convergent validity by the average variance extracted (AVE) from the constructs, which is, in this study, satisfactory with values over 0.5 (Fornell and Larcker, 1981). Discriminant validity is established by checking that the shared variance between the constructs is lower than the average variances extracted (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; Gurviez and Korchia, 2002). The results present satisfactory coefficients, which respects the required standards (Table 4).

5.1.3. Structural model fit

The results of the exploratory analysis indicate that all values of the reliability and validity of the measurement scales meet the required standards. The results obtained from the confirmatory analysis show that the values of the fit indices of the measurement model replicate the generally accepted standards (DMIN/CF = 2.654, GFI = 0.908, AGFI = 0.944, CFI = 0.899, NFI = 0.946, RMSEA = 0.054, RMR = 0.05) which confirms the adequacy of the research model with respect to theory.

5.1.4. Hypothesis testing

The results show a significant relationship between perceived ease of use and attitude to use Instagram (β = 0.223, t = 4.696, p < 0.000). This finding supports our H1. Perceived usefulness has a positive relationship with the attitude of social customers towards Instagram use (β = 0.510, t = 9.086, p < 0.000), which supports our H2. Attitude towards use positively influences the intention to use Instagram, H3 is then supported (β = 0.279, t = 3.855, p < 0.000). Unexpectedly, the effect of perceived usefulness on intention to use Instagram (β = 0.08, t = 1.065, p > 0.05), is not checked, thus H4 is not retained. Social identity positively influences intention to use Zara Instagram account through its three dimensions: CSI (β = 0.425, t = 4.63, p < 0.000); ASI (β = 0.555, t = 5.46, p < 0.000) and ESI (β = 0.450, t = 5.16, p < 0.000), which supports H5. Testing H6, the results indicate a significant positive effect of perceived pleasure on intention to use Zara account (β = 0.208, t = 5.42, p < 0.000). All results are presented in Table 5.

The impact of perceived usefulness on the intention to subscribe and use Zara Instagram account is found to be insignificant (0.08; 1.065). This finding is inconsistent with the literature (Chen et al., 2002), confirming that perceived usefulness of a hedonic technology (Rohm and Swamiathan, 2004) has no effect on the intention to use Instagram. Hence we need to identify whether perceived usefulness of the use of a hedonic technology is among the determinants of attitude and intention to use Instagram? Therefore and to refine the quantitative analysis, we will conduct a qualitative analysis.

5.2. Qualitative analysis

The purpose of this second study is to qualitatively identify the determinants of attitude towards and the intention to use Instagram, specifically the Zara account. The aim is to validate the results of the

| Table 2 | Standardized factorial contributions and correlations stabilities. |
|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|
| Correlations | C.R. | P | Bias | S.E. | SE-Bias | Rho/ε |
| PEOU→ attitude of social customers to use Instagram. | 7456 | .*** | .002 | .066 | .003 | .66 |
| PU→ attitude of social customers to use Instagram. | 2825 | .006 | .001 | .061 | .003 | .33 |
| Attitude→ intention to use Instagram. | 9215 | .*** | −.002 | .068 | .003 | .66 |
| PU→ intention to use Instagram. | 7325 | .*** | .005 | .081 | .004 | 1 |
| Cognitive SI→ intention to use Instagram. | 7524 | .*** | .000 | .054 | .002 | .33 |
| Affective SI→ intention to use Instagram. | 5.234 | .002 | .001 | .058 | .003 | .33 |
| Evaluative SI→ intention to use Instagram | 7.450 | .*** | .000 | .061 | .002 | 0 |
| Perceived pleasure→ intention to use Instagram | 8258 | .*** | .000 | .080 | .004 | 0 |

*** Probability that the bootstrap mean is outside the confidence interval.


| Table 3 | Factor loadings, AVE and reliability. |
|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|
| Construct | Scale properties | First order reliability (Cronbach’s α) | Second order reliability (Joreskog’s Rho) | Convergent validity (Rho/ε) |
| PEOU | 2 items | 0.861 | 0.875 | 0.850 |
| PU | 5 items | 0.831 | 0.870 | 0.730 |
| Perceived pleasure | 4 items | 0.884 | 0.897 | 0.875 |
| Social Identity | 2 items | 0.870 | 0.780 | 0.845 |
| Cognitive SI | 2 items | 0.795 | 0.736 | 0.878 |
| Affective SI | 2 items | 0.895 | 0.886 | 0.875 |
| Evaluative SI | 2 items | 0.817 | 0.874 | 0.830 |
| Intention to use Instagram | 5 items | 0.916 | 0.930 | 0.800 |

(Akrout, 2010). All the indices of Joreskog’s Rho range between 0.736 and 0.93, confirming the reliability of the measurement scales. We test convergent validity by the average variance extracted (AVE) from the constructs, which is, in this study, satisfactory with values over 0.5 (Fornell and Larcker, 1981).

Discriminant validity is established by checking that the shared variance between the constructs is lower than the average variances extracted (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; Gurviez and Korchia, 2002). The results present satisfactory coefficients, which respects the required standards (Table 4).

5.1.3. Structural model fit

The results of the exploratory analysis indicate that all values of the reliability and validity of the measurement scales meet the required standards. The results obtained from the confirmatory analysis show that the values of the fit indices of the measurement model replicate the generally accepted standards (DMIN/CF = 2.654, GFI = 0.908, AGFI = 0.944, CFI = 0.899, NFI = 0.946, RMSEA = 0.054, RMR = 0.05) which confirms the adequacy of the research model with respect to theory.

5.1.4. Hypothesis testing

The results show a significant relationship between perceived ease of use and attitude to use Instagram (β = 0.223, t = 4.696, p < 0.000). This finding supports our H1. Perceived usefulness has a positive relationship with the attitude of social customers towards Instagram use (β = 0.510, t = 9.086, p < 0.000), which supports our H2. Attitude towards use positively influences the intention to use Instagram, H3 is then supported (β = 0.279, t = 3.855, p < 0.000). Unexpectedly, the effect of perceived usefulness on intention to use Instagram (β = 0.08, t = 1.065, p > 0.05), is not checked, thus H4 is not retained. Social identity positively influences intention to use Zara Instagram account through its three dimensions: CSI (β = 0.425, t = 4.63, p < 0.000); ASI (β = 0.555, t = 5.46, p < 0.000) and ESI (β = 0.450, t = 5.16, p < 0.000), which supports H5. Testing H6, the results indicate a significant positive effect of perceived pleasure on intention to use Zara account (β = 0.208, t = 5.42, p < 0.000). All results are presented in Table 5.

The impact of perceived usefulness on the intention to subscribe and use Zara Instagram account is found to be insignificant (0.08; 1.065). This finding is inconsistent with the literature (Chen et al., 2002), confirming that perceived usefulness of a hedonic technology (Rohm and Swamiathan, 2004) has no effect on the intention to use Instagram. Hence we need to identify whether perceived usefulness of the use of a hedonic technology is among the determinants of attitude and intention to use Instagram? Therefore and to refine the quantitative analysis, we will conduct a qualitative analysis.

5.2. Qualitative analysis

The purpose of this second study is to qualitatively identify the determinants of attitude towards and the intention to use Instagram, specifically the Zara account. The aim is to validate the results of the

| Table 4 | Discriminant validity. |
|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|
| PEOU | PU | Attitude | Perceived pleasure | Cognitive SI | Affective SI | Evaluative SI |
| PEOU | 1 | 0.441 | 1 | 0.0225 | 0.0215 | 1 |
| PU | 0.0257 | 0.0246 | 0.0315 | 1 | 0.0213 | 0.0218 | 0.408 | 0.345 | 1 |
| Attitude | 0.245 | 0.365 | 0.425 | 0.265 | 0.456 | 1 | 0.213 |
| Perceived pleasure | 0.324 | 0.287 | 0.346 | 0.312 | 0.352 | 0.213 |
first study (Rubin and Rubin, 2005). The analysis of the interviewees’ responses revealed the four sub-themes defining the main theme of this study, namely: the determinants of attitude and intention to use the Zara Instagram account. The four sub-themes are perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived pleasure and social identity.

5.2.1. Perceived ease of use
To put them in context, respondents were asked to express themselves about the ease of using Instagram. All respondents stated that Instagram is the easiest to use compared to other social networks: “Yes, personally, I find that Instagram is the easiest to use compared to other social networks, as I said with a simple click you search and you find any information on the reception.” One of them says that using Instagram is the easiest compared to other social networks: “Because it’s easier than other social networks, and there’s also the availability of several products, I think it is very convenient and easy.” Others explain that the diversity of the content and the accessibility to the account encourages them to use it: “access to the Zara Instagram account is easy; there is less hassle and especially easy navigation.” Bearing on these outputs, perceived ease of use encourages users to use and subscribe to Zara Instagram account.

5.2.2. Perceived usefulness
Answers from the interviews indicate that Instagram is a source of inspiration thanks to the diversity of its content and this can encourage people to use it: “I think that Instagram is above all a source of inspiration. We follow the people who interest us, inspire us, make us dream!” Indeed, (14 out of 21 respondents) said that the originality, the diversity of the accounts and the availability of the products are sources of motivation, which encourages them to use Instagram.

Some respondents considered that the Zara Instagram account is an original page because of its aesthetic, artistic (Instagram) dimension and especially because of the diversity of the published content that makes users want to browse it: “Euuuuuh …!!, the originality of the publications, the esthetics is very important and especially the diversity of what we can see, that is to say we can find clothes, new collections, trends, promotions … It really is a page that includes everything that could interest me and inspire me potentially.” They add that the Zara Instagram account is very useful, especially for influencers to know the trends, news and new collections: “I prefer to always have news from the Zara account especially internationally to get ahead of my friends those who follow what I do (the followers …)”. We then find that Instagram is useful for subscribers to develop a positive attitude.

5.2.3. Perceived pleasure
The in-depth analysis of the interviews showed that respondents use the Zara Instagram account to have fun searching for new ideas: “I find that the brand through its Instagram page gives me a lot of pleasure thanks to the offer of its products that meets my need …”. Another respondent finds that following the Zara Instagram account allows her to respond to a desired profit, namely: trends, offers, news: ‘the fact that I am the first to be informed of offers, trends and seeing scrolling pictures with a very good quality gives me a lot of pleasure’. Perceived pleasure was also noted in the analysis when respondents spoke of a sense of fun, excitement following the use of Instagram: “… I frequently use Instagram to enjoy a pleasant moment, to have fun … I also feel some excitement before connecting … “. These results allow us to confirm that pleasure is considered as an important determinant of the use of Instagram and specifically the Zara Instagram account.

5.2.4. Social identity
Respondents find that among the reasons that encourage them to use Instagram is the way they identify themselves with a group of surfer who have the same passion: “… the use of Instagram gives me a feeling of belonging to the Zara brand community…”. The feeling of attachment has also been mentioned since users connect to the account on a daily basis. A strong membership to the Zara brand community was also noted following the analysis of the interviews: “… I feel attached to this brand hence the need to visit its account every day …” They also add: “… when I use Instagram, I feel a strong interaction with the members of the community who use the same account and who have the same expectations about what the brand offers”. Another respondent spoke of the brand’s sense of identity as he scrolls through the images: “… I identify myself when I browse the Zara Instagram account; I feel that this brand has designed its products for me alone … “. Therefore, social identity remains a strong determinant of using the Zara Instagram account.

6. Discussion, conclusions and contributions
The main aim of this study is to better understand the behavior of social customers by identifying the factors that affect their intention to use hedonic technology, specifically Zara Instagram and clothing brand. To this end, Davis’ TAM (1989) has been adopted and adapted to incorporate other variables, such as perceived pleasure and social identity. The second aim of this study is to empirically test the relationships between key factors and the intention of social customers to use the Zara Instagram account. The third aim is to conduct a qualitative study through triangulation to check and validate the choice of factors influencing the intention to use the Zara Instagram account.

The results indicated that perceived ease of use directly and positively influences the attitude of social customers towards the use of the Zara Instagram account. The same is true for perceived usefulness, which is found to have a direct and a positive effect on the attitude of social customers but not on the intention of social customers to use the Zara Instagram account. This confirms the theory. The results also point out that the influence of attitude on the intention of social customers to participate in social CRM programs is consistent with that of the TAM model, indicating that if a customer has a positive attitude towards the Zara Instagram account; their intention to use it would be high. This finding supports previous research (Taylor and Todd, 1995b; Sheppard et al., 1988; Shin et al., 2001; Pavlou, 2002; Yousafzai et al., 2007; Shin, 2007).

Social identity directly and positively affects the intent of social
customers to subscribe and use the Zara Instagram account. Sense of attachment, membership, or belonging to the social community attracts and motivates social customers to participate in social CRM programs. Finally, we found that perceived pleasure directly and positively affects the intention of social customers to use the Zara Instagram account. This finding is possible when social customers think that they will feel pleasure and have a good time on the Zara Instagram account, their intention to use will be high. This finding is consistent with some previous studies that also found that perceived pleasure has a significant impact on the intention to use a technology. (Davis et al., 1992; Igbaria et al., 1995; Teo et al., 1999; Van der Heijden, 2003; Pikkarainen et al., 2004; Nysveen et al., 2005; Amin et al., 2015).

As for the qualitative study, the results revealed that attitude and intention to use Instagram are affected by ease of use, perceived usefulness, social identity and perceived pleasure. These results allow us to validate all our hypotheses, with the exception of the one on the impact of perceived usefulness on the intention to use Instagram.

The effects of ease of use on perceived usefulness as well as perceived usefulness on attitude towards a hedonic technology such as Instagram are validated using two methods of analysis. However, the impact of perceived usefulness on the intention to use the Zara Instagram account was not validated as respondents indicated that using the Zara Instagram account is useful for tracking the brand, following its news, offers, and promotions. The positive attitude towards the use of the Zara Instagram account helped to explain the positive intention to use it. This positive attitude is developed in the users once they find a profit sought in their use of the account. This validates the finding about the relationship between intention and social identity (Shen et al., 2010; Dholakia et al., 2004; Cheung and Lee, 2010), on the one hand, and intention and perceived pleasure on the other (Davis et al., 1992; Teo et al., 1999; Igbaria et al., 1995; Pikkarainen et al., 2004; Davis et al., 1992; Nysveen et al., 2005; Ting et al., 2015), in the context of using a hedonic technology. According to the results, social identity influences the intention to use the Instagram technology by following the Zara account. Indeed, the results showed that the dimensions of social identity positively affect intention in a different way; the affective dimension (ASI) has a considerable effect followed by the evaluative dimension (ESI) and third by the cognitive dimension (CSI). This is in line with certain logic, because Emotional identity reflects the emotional involvement of the user and the sense of belonging to a brand community. Being part of a group of users of the Zara Instagram account gives the user a sense of belonging and identification with the group. This finding confirms and enriches the literature about hedonic technologies (Table 6).

On a theoretical level, our results have enriched the theory by adding that perceived usefulness represents a factor in our qualitative study, whereas it is not in the quantitative study and this for a hedonic technology. This finding adds to the literature by presenting a theoretical model specific to an innovative technology, different from other social networks by its hedonic dimension, and in a specific and different culture. The present study situates itself in the context of social CRM and tests a theoretical model examining the determinants of social

Table 6
Result as (Study 1 and Study 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Quantitative study</th>
<th>Qualitative study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1: Perceived ease of use positively influences the attitude towards the use of Instagram.</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>Validated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2: Perceived usefulness positively influences the attitude towards the use of Instagram.</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>Validated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: Attitude towards use positively influences the intention to use Instagram</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>Validated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4: Perceived usefulness positively influences the intention of to use Instagram.</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
<td>Not Validated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5: Social identity (CSI, ASI and ESI) positively influences intention to use Instagram.</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>Validated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6: Perceived pleasure positively influences the intention to use Instagram.</td>
<td>Supported</td>
<td>Validated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix A

See Table A1

Table A1
Measurement items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease of use Davis (1989)</td>
<td>Learning to use Instagram would be easy for me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think participating on Instagram would be easy for me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I would find Instagram sites easier to use for better participation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think being on Instagram would be a good idea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think being on Instagram would be a nice experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participation in the social CRM program would be a wise idea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I like the idea of being active on Instagram.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think being on Instagram would increase my satisfaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think being on Instagram would be more rewarding than the non CRM environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think being on Instagram would save me time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think being on Instagram would save me money.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention to use Instagram Limayem et al. (2000) and Varki and Wong (2003)</td>
<td>I am ready to participate in the registration for the social networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am ready to provide personal information (example: name, age, address, phone, interests, hobby …).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am ready to update my profile (personal information) with each request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am ready to provide feedback on products and services at the request of the representative of a company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If necessary, I am ready to allow the company representative to participate in the conversation with my social friends about their products and services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived pleasure Childers et al. (2001)</td>
<td>I find Instagram site entertaining.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I browse Instagram site with pleasure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surfing Instagram site is a nice way to pass the time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My personal identity overlaps with my community / social group identity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My personal image overlaps with my community / social group image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affective / Emotional social identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I feel a strong sense of attachment to the social community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I feel a strong sense of property in the social community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluative social identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am a valued member of the social community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am an important member of the social community.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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